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Abstract In this paper we present an assessment of the status of models of the global solar wind in the
inner heliosphere. We limit our discussion to the class of models designed to provide solar wind forecasts,
excluding those designed for the purpose of testing physical processes in idealized conﬁgurations. In
addition, we limit our discussion to modeling of the ambient wind in the absence of coronal mass ejections.
In this assessment we cover use of the models both in forecast mode and as tools for scientiﬁc research. We
present a brief history of the development of these models, discussing the range of physical approximations
in use. We discuss the limitations of the data inputs available to these models and its impact on their quality.
We also discuss current model development trends.
1. Introduction
This paper presents an assessment of the status of models of the solar wind in the inner heliosphere. It is
intended to assess progress resulting from the community-wide eﬀorts to create a robust solar wind fore-
casting capability that can be used in an operational setting. We also identify prospects for future model
improvements.
We focus onmodels that are designed toward a future in forecasting the state of the global inner heliospheric
solar wind. We exclude those designed for the purpose of testing physical processes in idealized conﬁgura-
tions, although we anticipate how they may impact future developments of the forecast models. In addition,
we limit our discussion to modeling of the ambient wind in the absence of coronal mass ejections.
Our assessment is split into six sections. The ﬁrst, section 2, presents a brief history of the development of
relevantmodels from their origin up to thepresent. Section 3presents a summary of the current capabilities of
themodels fromboth the operational and research user perspective. In section 4we discuss issues associated
with the model inputs and how these are being addressed. Section 5 discusses some physical processes that
are still not incorporated into the models, and ﬁnally, section 6 oﬀers our conclusions.
This paper is designed to illustrate the development history and status of the models, not to be a compre-
hensive review of the complete literature in the ﬁeld. In the interest of brevity, the narrative of model history
is developed by selecting a few models whose stories serves to illustrate the common development of their
model classes.
2. Model History
In this section we brieﬂy review the history of the development of models of the ambient corona and solar
wind. In organizing this, we proceed frommodels with the simplest physical approximations, which relymost
heavily on empirical tuning, to the most sophisticated. The models we reference are listed in Table 1. Those
models without an explicit name are listed under the model developer’s name(s).
2.1. Empirical Models
Modeling of the solar coronalmagnetic ﬁeld began in earnest in the early 1960swith the advent of computers
and the availability of photospheric magnetograms. The earliest models of the inner coronal ﬁeld were based
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Table 1
Models Referenced in This Paper
Model name Type Spatial domain
PDF Empirical pattern matching L1
PROJECTZED Empirical pattern matching L1
AnEn Empirical pattern matching L1
PFSS Potential ﬁeld Corona
NLFFF Force-free ﬁeld Corona
Yeates et al. 3-D magnetofriction Corona
WSA Potential + semiempirical kinematic Corona + inner heliosphere
HAF Potential + semiempirical kinematic Corona + inner heliosphere
ESWF Empirical from coronal hole EUV L1
WSA/ENLIL Potential + 3-D MHD Corona + inner heliosphere
HHMS Potential + 3-D MHD Corona + inner heliosphere
Usmanov Potential + 3-D MHD Corona + inner heliosphere
SIP-CESE Potential + 3-D MHD Corona + inner heliosphere
LFM_Helio (now GAMERA) Potential + 3-D MHD corona + inner heliosphere
CRONOS Potential + 3-D MHD Corona + inner heliosphere
EUHFORIA Potential + 3-D MHD Corona + inner heliosphere
SUSANOO-SW Potential + 3-D MHD Corona + inner heliosphere
MS-FLUKSS Potential + 3-D MHD Corona + inner heliosphere
REPPU 3-D MHD Corona + inner heliosphere
Hayashi 3-D MHD Corona + inner heliosphere
CORHEL Model suite (potential and MAS 3-D MHD) Corona + inner heliosphere
AWSoM_R Part of SWMF (potential and 3-D MHD) Corona + inner heliosphere
CGEM Model suite (3-D magnetofriction + MHD) Corona + inner heliosphere
HelTomo 3-D tomographic Inner heliosphere
ADAPT Flux evolution Solar surface
SURF Flux evolution Solar surface
AFT Flux evolution Solar surface
ESFTM Flux evolution Solar surface
Note. PFSS = potential ﬁeld source surface; WSA = Wang-Sheeley-Arge; HAF = Hakamada-Akasofu-Fry;
ADAPT = Air Force Data Assimilative Photospheric Flux Transport; ESWF = Empirical Solar Wind Fore-
cast; PDF = probability distribution function; AnEn = Analogue Ensemble; HelTomo = heliospheric 3-D
reconstruction inversion tomography; EUHFORIA = EURopean Heliospheric FORecasting Information Asset;
REPPU = REProduce Plasma Universe; CGEM = Coronal Global Evolutionary Model; EUV = extreme ultravi-
olet; MHD = magnetohydrodynamic; SWMF = Space Weather Modeling Framework; MAS = MHD about a
Sphere; NLFFF =Non-Linear Force Free Field; SIP-CESE = Solar-InterPlanetary space-timeConservation Element
and Solution Element; LFM_Helio = Lyon-Fedder-Mobarry Heliospheric; MS-FLUKSS = Multi-Scale Flux Kinetic
Simulation Suite; CORHEL = CORonal and HELisopheric Model Suite; AWSoM-R = Alfven Wave Solar Atmo-
spheric Model; SURF = SURface Flux Transport; AFT = Advective Flux Transport; ESFTM = Evolving Surface Flux
Transport.
on current free potential solutions. The potential ﬁeld source surface (PFSS) approach was developed in the
late 1960s (Altschuler & Newkirk, 1969; Schatten et al., 1969) using spherical harmonic expansion (Chapman
& Bartels, 1940; Gauss, 1839) of the solution and extended to include a current sheet by Schatten (1971). This
work provided the coronal model foundation for the Wang-Sheeley (WS) model. Based on observed inverse
correlations between the wind speed and the coronal ﬁeld expansion factor (Sheeley & Wang, 1991; Wang &
Sheeley, 1990), an empirical model of the solar wind speed was developed. With subsequent improvements,
including a revised empirical formula, which also takes account of the proximity of ﬁeld line foot points to the
nearest coronal hole boundary, themodel became theWang-Sheeley-Arge (WSA)model (Arge & Pizzo, 2000).
Recently, Riley et al. (2015) have pointed out that the distance from the coronal hole boundary seems to be
more important for accurate models than the expansion factor.
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TheWSAmodel uses a spherical source surface, which is almost always located at 2.5R⊙, where R⊙ is the solar
radius. A number of authors (Levine et al., 1982; Schulz et al., 1978) have explored the eﬀects of nonspher-
ical source-surface shapes, and Zhao and Hoeksema (1994) provided a current sheet source surface model,
which includes the eﬀect of a current outside the PFSS domain. Althoughmostmodeling eﬀorts use the PFSS
model, and it remains the only one in active operational use (Luhmann et al., 2002), there is one notable
exception of its use in passive forecasts of ﬁeld in the heliospheric 3-D reconstruction inversion tomography
(HelTomo) interplanetary scintillation (IPS)-based heliographic tomographymodel (Dunn et al., 2005; Jackson
et al., 2016).
WSA has become one of the workhorse models of the research and forecasting communities.
Current operational versions of WSA at both National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Space
Weather Prediction Center and the Community Coordinated Modeling Center (CCMC) use single synoptic
photospheric magnetograms for input. The next version, to be released shortly, will also be able to pro-
cess time-evolving series of synoptic maps produced by the Air Force Data Assimilative Photospheric Flux
Transport (ADAPT) project (see section 4).
The Hakamada-Akasofu-Fry model (Fry et al., 2001) is similar in general design to the WSA model and, as
reported byNorquist andMeeks (2010), achieves similar performance for bothwind speed and interplanetary
magnetic ﬁeld (IMF) polarity predictions.
The Empirical Solar Wind Forecast (ESWF) model (Empirical Solar Wind Forecast, 2018; Reiss et al., 2016), is
based on an empirical relation between the areas of coronal holes as observed in extreme ultraviolet (EUV)
and the solar wind speed forecast at L1 4 days after the coronal hole observations. The ESWF operational tool,
which is currently running at the University of Graz (Empirical SolarWind Forecast, 2018), uses hourly updated
images from the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) on board the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO), and
an automated coronal hole detection algorithm.
TheWSA,Hakamada-Akasofu-Fry, and ESWFmodels apply extensive empirical tuning in order to achieve their
forecast quality. In contrast, models such as the probability distribution function (PDF) model (Bussy-Virat &
Ridley, 2014), PROJECTZED (Riley et al., 2017), and the Analogue Ensemble (AnEn) model (Owens et al., 2017)
are purely empirical.
The PDF model forecasts the wind speed at L1 up to 5 days in advance using probability distributions, which
have been constructed by analyzing solar wind observations between 1995 and 2011. These PDFs specify
the likelihood that a particular wind speed will occur, given the current speed and the current slope of the
wind speed curve. The model also takes account of rotational periodicities at quiet times and was updated
(Bussy-Virat & Ridley, 2016) to improve its ability to identify stream interaction regions (SIRs). The PDF model
has recently been installed at the CCMC.
PDF is just one of a range of possible probabilistic forecasting approaches. Owens et al. (2017) provide some
initial results using an approach borrowed from the atmospheric weather forecasting community, called the
AnEn, or similar day approach. In this method, and in a similar model called PROJECTZED (Riley et al., 2017),
intervals from the past, which resemble themost recent timewindow, are used in ensemble fashion to predict
what thewindwill look like in the immediate future. Based on their initial evaluation, this approach, as conﬁg-
ured in their tests, appears to outperform persistence. Owens et al. (2017) conclude that “the AnEn approach
is very promising for short or medium lead-time solar wind and geomagnetic forecasting (hours to days) and
thus may serve as a complementary approach to the longer lead-time (days to weeks) physics-basedmagne-
tohydrodynamic models.” However, their exploration of how best to tune this approach is still in its infancy,
and improved performance can be anticipated.
2.2. Force-Free Models of the Coronal Field
Potential ﬁeldmodels of the coronamake the simplifying assumption that the coronahasnoelectrical current.
This is not true but does allow for analytic solutions that match the photospheric ﬁeld measurements and
which can be computed quickly, which is why models based on the potential ﬁeld approximation, such as
WSA, have been and remain so popular.
To properlymodel currents in the corona requires fullmagnetohydrodynamic (MHD)modeling. BecauseMHD
models are computationally more intensive and the full complement of boundary conditions (which include
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photospheric density and temperature information) are typically not available, their algorithmic complexity
makes them less robust than simpler models.
A popular compromise approach has been to allow for currents in the corona, but to insist that these are
always alignedwith the localmagnetic ﬁeld. Thismeans that the Lorentz force,which themagnetic ﬁeld exerts
on the plasma, given by J × B, is zero, which is why this class of models is called Force Free.
To justify this approach, it is argued that themagnetic ﬁelddominates theplasma in the corona. This is not true
in the photosphere or in the heliosphere. Gary (2001) presented a one-dimensional model for the magnetic
stratiﬁcation of the solar atmosphere using observations at diﬀerent heights and argued that there is a range
of heights in the solar atmosphere, between the chromosphere and about 100 Mm, where the plasma 𝛽 , the
ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic pressure, is≪ 1. Within this height range, the magnetic pressure is so
much larger than gas pressure that neither gas pressure gradients nor the gravitational force can eﬀectively
balance any Lorentz forces, whichmight develop, and therefore, if the ﬁeld is in an equilibrium conﬁguration,
it must be approximately force free.
Aly (1989) and Amari et al. (1997) introduced many of the constraints to which practical force-free mod-
els, based on observation, should adhere. Since then a number of diﬀerent algorithms have been applied
or developed (see the reviews in; Wiegelmann, 2008; Wiegelmann & Sakurai, 2012). A number of papers
were published in the early 2000s testing these algorithms on analytically constructed test solutions (DeRosa
et al., 2009, 2015; Metcalf et al., 2008; Schrijver et al., 2008, 2006). These codes require vector magnetogram
data. However, prior to the HINODE and SDO missions, very little usable vector magnetogram data existed.
Regnier and Fleck (2004) and Wiegelmann et al. (2005) published the ﬁrst force-free models based on actual
observations for limited size ﬁelds of view containing a few targeted active regions.
Nonlinear force-free models were originally developed to understand the buildup of free energy in active
regions. More recently, these models have been extended from cartesian to spherical geometry and applied
to large ﬁeld-of-view data and even to the global coronal ﬁeld (Tadesse et al., 2014).
Yang et al. (1986) pointed out that the time-independent nonlinear force-free ﬁeld problem can be solved
by using a time-dependent MHD code in which the plasma velocity has been replaced with a frictional force
that is proportional to the Lorentz force. This is called the magnetofrictional model. The standard nonlinear
force-free ﬁeld solution is achieved if the system is allowed to reach an equilibrium.
Since then, Mackay and van Ballegooijen (2006) and Yeates et al. (2008) have coupled a global magnetofric-
tional code to a surface ﬂux transport model (Yeates et al., 2007) to create a time-dependent quasi-static
evolution of the coronal ﬁeld. This follows the evolution of the coronal magnetic ﬁeld through a sequence
of nonlinear force-free ﬁelds in response to the observed photospheric ﬁeld evolution and ﬂux emergence.
The model aims to follow the long-term continuous buildup of free magnetic energy and electric currents in
the corona.
To date no force-free models are in use for operational forecasting. The Non-Linear Force Free Field (NLFFF)
code (Tadesse, 2015; Wiegelmann, 2007) is installed and in use at the CCMC and is part of the SDO product
pipeline.
In anticipation of their application to SDOHelioseismic andMagnetic Imager (HMI) photospheric vectormag-
netogram data, the performance of many of these codes was analyzed. Schrijver et al. (2006) considered their
performance when applied to synthetic data with known solutions and guaranteed force-free conditions at
the lower boundary and found them to be reliable and accurate. Applying these techniques to more realis-
tic modeling data (Metcalf et al., 2008) and to real vector magnetograms from Hinode SOT-SP (DeRosa et al.,
2009) indicated several issues with the NLFFF paradigm.
They concluded that four conditions were likely to improve the chances for successful application of NLFFF
models. These were
• that they cover large volumes at high resolution to minimize the inﬂuence of side boundaries,
• that they accommodate measurement uncertainties (in particular in the transverse ﬁeld component) in the
formulation of the lower boundary condition,
• that they preprocess the lower-boundary vector ﬁeld to achieve near-force-free ﬁeld as would be found in
the high chromosphere, and
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• that they assimilate coronal observations to constrain the solutions, such as discussed inMalanushenko et al.
(2012) and Malanushenko et al. (2014).
Additionally, the use of higher-resolution boundary data are shown to beneﬁt estimates of free energy and
magnetic helicity within the NLFFF solutions (DeRosa et al., 2015). As discussed above, some of these code
improvements have already been developed and SDO now provides a large data set of full disk vector
magnetogram data.
Recently, Peter et al. (2015) challenged the use of these codes for the purposes of estimating themagnetic free
energy in active regions. Theyanalyzed theorderof error in theapproximation tobeequal to thevalueof𝛽 and
conﬁrmed this by comparing their results with the equivalent solutions from an MHD code. They found the
error in total energy to be of the same order as the estimated total free energy. This suggests that to be useful
in supporting models of the ambient solar wind, force-free models should be supported by imaging analysis
of active region loops, as suggestedby Peter et al. (2015) and testedbyChifu et al. (2017; see also;Warren et al.,
2018), or should be extended to include both gas pressure gradients and gravity as in magnetohydrostatic
equilibriummodels (Zhu & Wiegelmann, 2018).
2.3. Tomographic Solar Wind Reconstruction Models
For a general review of the development of tomographic techniques for the reconstruction of the solar wind
state we refer to Jackson et al. (2011).
The state of the art in this area is the University of California, San Diego (UCSD) IPS HelTomo code. Origi-
nally developed by Jackson et al. (1998), and modiﬁed into a time-dependent code in later versions (Jackson
et al., 2002), HelTomo is based on matching observed scintillations of astronomical radio sources that are
viewed through the intervening solar wind plasma. Because the solar wind plasma contains both the ambi-
ent wind and occasionally CMEs, CMEs are imbedded in the observations and cannot easily be separated
from the ambient. HelTomo sets up a trial solar wind state at a source surface or inner boundary, typically set
to be 15 solar radii. The wind state at the source surface is then propagated outward, using a simple kine-
matic approximation, to deﬁne a 3-D heliospheric model of density and/or velocity. This reconstruction is
then used to compute the scintillations expected from the set of astronomical radio sources. The predicted
scintillations are compared with actual observations along each radio source line of sight (LOS). Diﬀerences
between the predicted and observed scintillation patterns are then used, in an iterative process to update
the solar wind state at the inner boundary, until a good match is achieved between observation and fore-
cast. This original HelTomo algorithm has since been extended to incorporate in situ wind speed (Jackson
et al., 2010) and density (Jackson et al., 2013) measurements as constraints in the tomographic reconstruc-
tion. The UCSD group maintains a website where they post nowcasts and forecasts of the state of the solar
wind (http://ips.ucsd.edu/high_resolution_predictions).
Formany years themodel has been based on scintillation data from the Institute for Space-Earth Environmen-
tal research STELab radio array in Japan. The HelTomo team are in the process of extending their data sources
to include data sets from other observatories around the globe, including from the Ooty array, the Big Scan-
ning Array in Russia, the Mexican Radio Array Telescope, the Murchison Wideﬁeld Array in Western Australia,
and the Low Frequency Array based in the Netherlands. Inclusion of observations from other observatories
canprovidepotentiallymuch largerdata sets that the Institute for Space-Earth Environmental research IPS sys-
temcanaloneprovide, and in additionwill beneﬁt frommore continuous coverageof the solarwind condition
near the Sun.
They have also been experimenting with use of more sophisticated wind propagation methods, such as the
ENLIL MHD code, both as an upgrade to the HelTomomodel and as amethod to initialize the MHDmodels of
the solar wind with a more accurate starting state (Jackson et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2015). This IPS-driven ENLIL
system is run in real time at both GeorgeMason University and the Korean SpaceWeather Center. The advan-
tage of this system is that it can show and forecast the propagation of both ambient solar wind structures as
well as CMEs without human intervention.
HelTomo was one of the ﬁrst solar wind models presented to the CCMC at the Goddard Space Flight Center
circa the year 2000.
2.4. MHD Codes
The ﬁrst 3-D MHD model of the ambient global corona and heliosphere based on photospheric magnetic
ﬁeld data was that of Usmanov (1993). This model used a PFSS model to initialize the inner coronal ﬁeld
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and set surface boundary conditions. It divided the full simulation into two domains, an outer region of
supersonic/super-Alfvénic ﬂow from r∗ = 9.8R⊙, and an inner region from the surface to r∗, with diﬀerent
algorithms applied to the two regions.
This approach of coupling diﬀerent codes beyond the sonic and Alfvénic points has been followed in almost
all MHD solar wind models since then. In some cases, the inner region is modeled using WSA, and the outer
region using an MHD algorithm (e.g., ENLIL, Odstrcil, 2003; HHMS, Detman et al., 2006; GAMERA, previously
known as Lyon-Fedder-Mobarry Heliospheric,Merkin et al., 2011; CRONOS,Wiengarten et al., 2013; EURopean
Heliospheric FORecasting Information Asset, Pomoell & Poedts, 2018; SUSANOO-SW, Shiota et al., 2014; and
Multi-Scale Flux Kinetic Simulation Suite, Kim et al., 2018). In other casesMHD codes are used for both regions
(e.g., CORonal HELiospheric [CORHEL] and Alfvén Wave Solar Atmospheric Model [AWSoM_R], van der Holst
et al., 2014; Solar InterPlanetary space-time Conserving Element and Solution ElementMHD, Feng et al., 2012;
Hayashi, 2012; and REProduce Plasma Universe, Den et al., 2015; Nakamizo et al., 2009).
Over the last 20 years these MHD codes have evolved to improve the physical processes that are included,
to improve the underlying algorithms, their user interfaces, and the eﬃciency with which they execute. The
development history of the MHD about a Sphere (MAS) code, which is part of the CORHELmodel suite, oﬀers
a typical illustration of the discipline’s progress.
In 1999, Mikic´ et al. (1999) used a 3-DMHD code (MAS) with an adiabatic energy equation and a reduced poly-
tropic index to model the global corona out to 30R⊙. They used a polytropic equation of state for simplicity,
with a reduced value of 𝛾 = 1.05, based on Parker’s (1963) observation that the coronal temperature does not
vary signiﬁcantly. Not surprisingly, such a simple energy equation fails to reproduce the fast/slow ﬂow speed
contrast, (see also ; Cohen, 2017), and the contrast in temperature and density observed between streamers
and coronal holes. These ﬂaws were addressed by improving the energy equation in the model to include
parallel thermal conduction along themagnetic ﬁeld lines, radiative losses, and a coronal heating source. This
has been called the thermodynamicmodel.
In 2001 Lionello et al. (2001) demonstrated a 2-D version of the thermodynamic MAS code, and in 2003
Lionello et al. (2003) presented initial 3-D results from the thermodynamic MAS code for the global corona.
Riley et al. (2001) published a coupled model of the corona and heliosphere that applied the MAS polytropic
code separately in the corona and heliosphere but reprocessed the solution at the outer boundary of the
coronal component to provide inner boundary ﬂows of the right order for the heliosphere.
In 2011 Riley et al. (2011)modeled the coupled corona/heliospherewith both polytropic and thermodynamic
versions and concluded that the empirically adjusted polytropic code still outperformed the physically more
complete thermodynamic version.More recently, Lionello et al. (2013) introduced turbulentAlfvénwaveheat-
ing to the model and Lionello, Velli, Downs, Linker, Mikic´, and Verdini (2014) validated a time-dependent
turbulent Alfvén wave heating model of the solar wind with the thermodynamic code. Linker et al. (2016)
have since used ADAPT maps to drive a time-dependent MAS solar wind model coupled to the WSA coronal
ﬁeld model. Approaches have been developed to add embedded ﬂux ropes into the coronal ﬁeld solutions
to allow for the inﬂuence of large ﬁlament structures on the global ﬁeld topology (Titov et al., 2018, 2014). As
the model has been developed, signiﬁcant work has also been done in developing diagnostic tools to sup-
port comparison of model results with observations (e.g., Downs et al., 2010; Gibson et al., 2016; Winebarger
et al., 2014), and to analyze the complex magnetic topologies (Titov, 2007).
While the PredSci (PSI) teamwas developing the CORHELmodel suite and its component codes, othermodels
were following similar development tracks and developing comparable capabilities. The University of Michi-
gan group led by Professor Tomas Gombosi developed the Space Weather Modeling Framework (Tóth et al.,
2005) built around their BAT-S-RUS MHD code (Gombosi et al., 2001; Powell et al., 1999). It incorporates a
model of the coupled corona and inner heliosphere, supporting a similar range of physical processes (Roussev
et al., 2003; Tóth et al., 2005) as CORHEL, and includes Alfvén wave heating in the AWSoM_R model version
(Meng et al., 2015; van der Holst et al., 2014). In addition, it can represent multiple species with diﬀerent
gyrotropic temperatures. Wiengarten et al. (2016) have also coupled their CRONOS (Wiengarten et al., 2013)
code to equations for the evolution of turbulent Alfvénic ﬂuctuations.
In 2004, Arge and Odstrcil began working to couple WSA with Odstrcil’s 3-D MHD model of the heliosphere,
which was subsequently named ENLIL. The coupled WSA/ENLIL model has become one of the workhorse
models of both research and forecast communities (see; Sheeley, 2017). As of April 2018, the CCMC has used
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thesemodels to servicemore than7,000user requests for ambient solarwind runs andhas executedmore that
20,000near-real-timeWSA/ENLIL runs to feed its Integrate SpaceWeather Analysis system. In 2011WSA/ENLIL
was made operational at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Space Weather Prediction
Center (Pizzo et al., 2011).
Odstrcil et al. (2004) described a similar coupling of the ENLIL heliospheric model with the MAS coronal
model. Merkin et al. (2016) described a coupling of the Lyon-Fedder-Mobarry Heliospheric model with the
MAS coronal model.
3. Assessment of Current Model Capabilities
In this sectionwepresent a summaryof the capabilities of the current generationofmodels available for either
operational forecasting use or for use by users through the services of the CCMC. It should be noted that this
review relies on validation and quality assessment studies done in some instances by the model’s developer
and in others independently by the community or the CCMC.
Webegin in section 3.1 by reviewing results on thequality of forecasts at L1 of the empiricalmodels,WSA, PDF,
PROJECTZED, andAnEn. Thesemodels are inexpensive to run and focus on a limited set of wind parameters. It
is easy, therefore, to generate formalmetric based assessments for thesemodels covering forecasts of speciﬁc
parameters for long time intervals, resulting in clear quantitative model scores.
For more computationally expensive MHD codes, the validation literature is much less coherent. It consists
of multiple studies using diﬀerent code combinations, focusing on diﬀerent features of the wind solution,
using diﬀerent methodologies, and covering diﬀerent time periods. We summarize this with a review of the
literature in section 3.3, and where possible, connect the reported performance levels to the quantitative
assessment of the empirical codes.
The MHD codes are capable, when pushed to their limits by their developers, of more sophisticated scien-
tiﬁc modeling than is examined in any of the validation studies. We discuss the most important of these
capabilities in sections 3.4 to 5.1.
3.1. Assessment of Empirical Near-Real-Time Models
We illustrate the quality of empirical models by concentrating on theWSA, PDF, PROJECTZED, and AnEnmod-
els. PDF, PROJECTZED, and AnEn are purely empirical models that can forecast solar wind properties for which
there is an extensive observational record at L1.
The PDF model forecasts wind speed up to 5 days in advance. It develops probability distributions that are
constructedby analyzing solarwindobservations between 1995 and 2011. The probability distributions spec-
ify the likelihood that a particular wind speed will occur, given the current speed and the current slope of the
wind speed curve. The model also takes account of rotational periodicities at quiet times and was updated
(Bussy-Virat & Ridley, 2016) to improve its ability to identify SIRs.
The PROJECTZED model considers a forecast window Δt. It identiﬁes the observations from the most recent
Δt interval, then slides that window backwards in time, 1 hr at a time, comparing eachwindow’s observations
with the most recent. It uses the OMNI database going back to the early 1970s. It saves the 50 windows that
best match the most recent window and uses the period Δt following each of these, to produce a forecast
ensemble for the upcoming window. The mean of this ensemble is the models forecast. PROJECTZED can
forecast wind speed, proton number density and temperature, and components of the magnetic ﬁeld.
AnEn uses a similar approach but can perform multivariable pattern matching (e.g., forecasting wind speed
by simultaneously matching both wind speed and proton number density) and allows the user to vary the
number of past intervals included in the ensemble. It can also forecast wind speed, proton number density,
and components of the magnetic ﬁeld.
The essential results, which we detail in section 3.1.1 to 3.1.3, are that for the plasma parameters and for the
radial and tangential components of the IMF, for forecast windows of 6 hr or less these models work well.
For longer forecast windows they continue to outperform both persistence and climatological (the average
observed value over time) before eventually approaching the climatological forecasts for windows of approx-
imately 100 hr and longer. These quantities are typically determined by the larger-scale features of the wind
with temporal coherence of hours to days, and so the pattern matching techniques can work eﬀectively.
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However, the processes that establish the component of the IMF out of the plane of the ecliptic, BN (in RTN
coordinates), are generally short scale both spatially and temporally. As a result, the pattern matching tech-
niques are poorly suited to forecast it. For BN, while some models do slightly better that the climatological
model (BN = 0) for forecastwindows of 6 hr or less, they are typically no better than the climatological forecast
for longer times.
3.1.1. Wind Speed Forecasts
Owens et al. (2017) compared the AnEn median model forecast for solar wind speed at L1 to the OMNI
hourly data set and computed the root-mean-square error (RMSE). For the period from January 1996 through
December 2014, for a 24-hr forecast, the AnEn model achieved an RMSE of 48 km/s. RMSE is not reported by
Riley et al. (2017) for PROJECTZED, but its methodology is suﬃciently similar to that of AnEn, that we would
except a similar result. For the PDFmodel Bussy-Virat and Ridley (2014) report RMSE for a 24-hr forecast of 83
km/s for the year 2008 and 66 km/s for the year 2011, illustrating how pattern matchingmodel forecast qual-
ity can depend on the time period being studied. For reference, the persistence model achieves an average
RMSE of approximately 70 to 80 km/s for a 24-hr forecast.
Thus, for the pattern matching models for the 24-hr L1 wind speed forecast, over an extended period, the
RMSE is expected to be in the range from 50 to 80 km/s.
For an older version of theWSAmodel, Owens et al. (2005) report annual RMSE for 24-hr forecast for the years
between 1995 and 2002, withmodel runsmade using photospheric synopticmagnetograms from theMount
Wilson Observatory. The yearly averages ranged from 76 to 109 km/s with an average of 93 km/s.
For a short interval from 2011 to 2014, Reiss et al. (2016) found that for 4-day forecasting the ESWF gave an
RMSE of 108 km/s, while for that period WSA gave 99 km/s.
As the forecast window increases, the performance of the pattern matching models deteriorates but always
beats the persistence model. In contrast, the WSA model performance stays relatively constant, apparently
independent of the length of the forecast window. For forecast windows less than 3 days it is outperformed
by the pattern matching models, but for longer windows it matches their performance. For windows longer
that 3 days all models approach the performance of the climatological forecast, which assumes that the wind
is always at the average observed wind speed.
We can also judge these models based on their ability to forecast events such as High-Speed Events (HSEs)
where the wind quickly transitions from slow to fast speed, and crossings of the heliospheric current sheet
(HCS). Bussy-Virat and Ridley (2016) studied PDF and WSA forecasts for HSEs between 1995 and 2012. They
report that if a HSE occurred in the next 24 hr, the PDFmodelmade a successful forecast (a hit) 20%of the time
andmissed 80% of the time. Thirty-three percent of its forecasted HSEs were false positives. When forecasting
no HSE in the next 24 hr themodel was correct approximately 90% of the time. When they compared the PDF
results with those of WSA, they found similar rates of hits andmisses, and for forecasting that no event would
occur, but found that WSA had 3 times more false positives. These results clearly depend to some extent on
how you deﬁne a HSE and what criteria you use to determine hits and misses, but the WSA results that they
report are generally consistent with those of MacNeice (2009) and Owens et al. (2005).
The diﬀerent time windows andmethodologies used to analyze both the RMSE and event forecasts highlight
a need for a consistent validation.
3.1.2. Wind Density Forecasts
For forecast windows of 2 hr or less, persistence outperforms the AnEn model wind density forecasts, but for
all longer forecast timewindowsAnEn always beat both persistence and climatological. For a forecastwindow
of 24 hr it achieved an RMSE of 2.5 cm−3. For forecasts of 80 hr and beyond thewind density RMSE asymptotes
to a value of 3 cm−3 compared to the climatological value of 3.5 cm−3.
3.1.3. Magnetic Field Forecasts
Forecasting the IMF and particularly its north-south component is of most interest for interplanetary coronal
mass ejections. Occasionally, however, and particularly during the declining and solar cycleminimumphases,
corotating interaction regions can introduce a suﬃciently strong southward component in the ambient wind
to produce geoeﬀective disturbances (Echer et al., 2017).
Both AnEn and PROJECTZED also forecast the components of the IMF at L1.
AnEn reports results for the components of B in RTN coordinates, with BN representing the out of ecliptic
plane component and BT the component in the plane of the ecliptic. For BT the relative performance of AnEn
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compared to both persistence and recurrence is qualitatively similar to that for wind speed, in that themodel
outperforms both for all forecast windows but approaches the climatological forecast for time windows of
order 100 hr. Persistence beats climatological for forecast windows of less than 15 hr, but for longer windows
climatological signiﬁcantly outperforms persistence.
For BN, however, which is generally of more signiﬁcance to forecasters, the pattern is markedly diﬀerent. Per-
sistence outperforms climatological only for forecast windows of less than 2 hr. This is due to the known short
autocorrelation time in the observed BN time series (e.g., Lockwood et al., 2016) and illustrates the challenge
associated with predicting BN. AnEn outperforms climatological for forecasts of 10 hr or less, beyond which it
tracks but is slightly worse than climatological.
Riley et al. (2017) report similar qualitative conclusions for the performance of PROJECTZED in forecasting the
components of the IMF, although, as already noted, they do not report RMSE scores over an extended period
of time.
3.2. Comparing Near-Real-Time Tomography to Empirical Models
There is a very limited set of published results thatwe can use to compare theHelTomomodelwith the empir-
ical models. Jian et al. (2015) included HelTomo in a list of CCMC-hosted models validated for the Carrington
Rotations 2056 to 2062, fromMay to November 2007. They found a wind speed RMSE for HelTomo of 63 km/s
for the time interval, easily beating 24-hr persistence, which returned a RMSE of 83 km/s. This suggests that
HelTomo ranks between the empirical models and WSA when measured against RMSE forecast. However,
there is too little published validation data to claim this as a robust relative ranking.
3.3. Literature Review of MHDModel Validation Studies
Validation studies of theMHDmodels have beendoneby themodel developers andby users of thosemodels,
which are hosted at the CCMC. These studies have explored a range of metrics examining various locations
and structures in the solution. A review of this literature supports the following conclusions, based on the
model use of static synoptic magnetograms.
In the corona, comparing the MHD solution with pure PFSS models (e.g., Wiegelmann et al., 2017),
• theMHDcode coronal solutions typically reproduce the same large-scale structure (i.e., patterns of open and
closed ﬂux) as the potential models and the same general location and shape for the neutral line at the base
of the HCS streamer base;
• the MHD codes produce more realistic cusp like topologies at the tip of the HCS streamer where the PFSS
models produce more rounded structure;
• ﬁeld lines in the PFSS model are typically shorter than those in their MHD equivalents; and
• PFSS models (using the typical source surface radius value of 2.5 solar radii) appear to underestimate the
amount of open ﬂux in the heliosphere.
In the heliosphere, validation work has focussed on operational style metrics (typically at L1, but occasionally
for very limited timewindows atMars, Mercury, Venus, and at the location of spacecraft including Ulysses and
STEREO A and B), and on the location and arrival times of SIRs and current sheet crossings at L1.
With few exceptions, such as Gressl et al. (2014), the validation studies of MHD solutions for the ambient wind
in the heliosphere have used codes driven at their inner boundary by WSA (or an equivalent model) whose
outer boundary was extended beyond the Alfvénic and sonic points. As a result, the overall structure of the
solution has been imprinted by the MHD codes inner boundary condition. Therefore, diﬀerent heliospheric
MHD codes return the same general solution assuming they use the same magnetogram source to feed the
WSA component. The heliospheric MHD codes do allow features in the solar wind imposed on their inner
boundary to steepen and sharpen and can represent the development of shear-driven ﬂuctuations. TheWSA
model, with its kinematic propagation approximation, cannot do this. However, in all validation work to date,
the WSAmodel has used angular resolution of 1∘ or coarser. At these resolutions the ﬂuctuations at the inner
boundary of theMHD code do not sharpen to suﬃciently small scales in transit to L1, which wewould expect
theMHDmodel RMSE to diﬀermuch from that ofWSA. TheWSAperformance, forwhich there is amore exten-
sive and coherent set of validation studies, therefore serves as a useful guide to, and comparative baseline for,
the MHDmodel performance.
MacNeice (2009) analyzed the WSAmodel’s performance in reproducing SIR arrival and IMF sector boundary
crossings for the period from 1976 to 2008 and found WSA (with current sheet outer boundary located at 5
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solar radii) to be worse than persistence for 1-day forecasts but better than persistence for longer forecast
windows regardless of magnetogram source. They found that the model reported fewer HSEs (proxy for SIR
arrival) than were observed, with a HSE hit rate of 40% and a false positive rate of 39%. They found that the
IMFpolaritywas correctly reproduced approximately 80%of the time, a polarity reversal hit rate of about 60%,
and a false positive rate of 11%. They found that theWSA performance was slightly degradedwhen the outer
boundary of the current sheet component was located at 21.5 solar radii as is typical when supporting MHD
model application in the heliosphere. These results support the conclusion that the WSA model is better at
reproducing the magnetic topology than the details of the wind speed. These results were consistent with
similar studies performed by Owens et al. (2005) and Owens et al. (2008).
Given that theWSAmodel has been empirically tuned to best ﬁt the observed wind solutions at L1, we antic-
ipate that the MHD model of the heliosphere can, at best, match the performance of the WSA model. This is
indeed what we ﬁnd. Overall, the MHD models achieve similar performance to the WSA models. They do of
course provide much more complete solutions including parameters which WSA does not reproduce.
Gressl et al. (2014) reported similar SIR arrival time errors for MHD model runs during the year 2007 close to
solar cycle minimum. Norquist (2013) reported similar results for the WSA/ENLIL model for the years 2007
through 2011, as did Lee et al. (2009) for the decliningphase of solar cycle 23 and Jian et al. (2011) for timewin-
dows in both 2007 and the declining phase of cycle 23, with greater solar activity. These studies consistently
report the following conclusions:
At L1,
• all solar wind models produce the best simulation results for the solar wind speed parameter, with proton
temperature poorly reproduced (often oﬀ by an order of magnitude);
• the interplanetary sector structure (as coded in the radial magnetic ﬁeld strength) is well reproduced, but
medium-scale features, particularly in the neighborhood of the HCS, are not so well reproduced;
• for all models, the distributions of modeled solar wind parameters signiﬁcantly diﬀer from the measured
distribution;
• model runs from WSA/ENLIL tested with diﬀerent synoptic magnetic maps show signiﬁcant diﬀerences in
predicted arrival time and amplitudes of solar wind structures (e.g., Riley et al., 2012); however, there is no
clear trend as to which synoptic map gives the best simulation results;
• the solutions are sensitive to how polar ﬁelds are reconstructed in the synoptic magnetograms; and
• all models give too small total magnetic ﬁeld strengths (typically by a factor of order 2 (Lepri et al., 2008;
Linker et al., 2017; Stevens et al., 2012).
Are these general trends repeated in the few studies basedondata recorded at locations other than L1? Shiota
et al. (2014) compared the solution from SUSANOO-SW for an interval between 2007 and 2009 with observa-
tions at L1, along with data recorded by MEX/ASPERA3 at Mars and VEX/ASPERA4 plasma measurements at
Venus. Their results suggest that themodel performance at the locations of Mars and Venus is comparable to
that which the model records at L1.
Jian et al. (2016) used data fromUlysses from 2007when its orbit took it from an extreme southern latitude to
extreme northern latitude. Their RMSE analyses of wind speed indicate that the models outperformed 2-day
persistence, with overall performance consistent with studies focussed at L1.
The assessment studies we have cited ﬁnd no signiﬁcant systematic diﬀerence in solution quality between
quiet and active times. It is important to recognize that CMEs can modify the ambient wind in their wake,
and so care must be taken in analyzing the quality of ambient wind solutions during solar maximum. Three
points should be remembered. First, well-constructed assessment studies allow for this by excluding those
times. Second, WSA and MHD models, using WSA to set their coronal solution, are dependent on the WSA
tuning, which has evolved over the years but which generally attempts to achieve the best ﬁt over both solar
maximum and minimum. Third, the WSA model has been tuned on data over less than four full solar cycles
and so the current-preferred tuning may not work as well for future cycles.
3.4. Eclipse Forecasts and Energization of the Corona
Predictions provide a rigorous test of the capabilities ofmodels. Over the last twodecades the group at PSI has
taken advantage of total solar eclipses to test their models by predicting the shape of the white-light corona
several weeks in advance. Such predictions can be compared with photographs of the corona subsequently
taken during the eclipse (Mikic´ et al., 2007; Rusin et al., 2010) as illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. A comparison between a prediction of the corona, based on the MHD about a Sphere thermodynamic model, for the total solar eclipse of 11 July 2010
(left and center images), and an image of the eclipse (right) taken in French Polynesia (courtesy of Jean Mouette and Serge Koutchmy, Institut DAstrophysique de
Paris, France). The images are oriented with solar north vertical.
Starting with a posteclipse simulation of the corona after the 3 November 1994 eclipse, 12 predictions have
been performed, culminating with the recent eclipse on 21 August 2017 (Figure 2). In addition, the corona of
the 20 March 2015 eclipse was studied after the fact. A recent investigation compares several models of the
corona during this latest eclipse (Yeates et al., 2018).
This collection of PSI predictions is available at http://www.predsci.com/corona and provides a useful way to
track the change in complexity of the solar corona as the Sun evolves between solarminimumandmaximum.
It also provides an instructive (if somewhat anecdotal) measure of the progress coronal models have made
over the last two decades. As discussed in 2.4, starting with a polytropic MHDmodel of the 24 October 1995
eclipse, the PSI group eventually improved the description of the ﬂow of energy in the corona by implement-
ing a thermodynamic model with empirical coronal heating, including a transition region, radiative losses,
and thermal conduction along the magnetic ﬁeld lines (Lionello et al., 2001, 2009). The latest prediction of
the 21 August 2017 eclipse used a wave-turbulence-driven heating model (Downs et al., 2016; Lionello, Velli,
Downs, Linker, & Mikic´, 2014; Lionello, Velli, Downs, Linker, Mikic´, & Verdini, 2014; Verdini et al., 2010) in which
the solar wind was accelerated and heated by Alfvén waves launched in the chromosphere (see 3.6).
The comparison of their results illustrates the extent to which these codes have evolved over the last 20 years
and shows the level of physical complexity that they can accommodate when pushed to their limits.
21 August 2017 Total Solar Eclipse3 November 1994 Total Solar Eclipse
Figure 2. Synthesized polarized brightness for the eclipses of 3 November 1994 and 21 August 2017 from the MHD
about a Sphere model with thermodynamic energy equation and Alfvén wave heating.
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The accuracy of the models has improved over time, as the underlying physical formulation was improved,
and as computer power increased. The advent of massively parallel computers signiﬁcantly improved the
spatial resolution of the calculations. These improvements were driven, in large part, as a direct result of com-
parisons with eclipses. In addition to the white-light comparisons, the wealth of observations from SOHO/EIT
and SDO/AIA in EUV wavelengths, and from Hinode/XRT in X-ray wavelengths, made it possible to improve
the heating models, through comparisons of synthesized emission with observed emission.
For the latest 21 August 2017 prediction, themagnetic ﬁeld was energized along ﬁlament channels, via emer-
gence of transversemagnetic ﬁeld, followedby ﬂux cancellation to create ﬂux ropes. This introducesmagnetic
shear along the polarity inversion lines that are typically the locations at which ﬁlaments (prominences) form
(Mikic´ et al., 2018; Yeates et al., 2018). It produces an inﬂated appearance of streamers and pseudo-streamers
in the lower corona that is typically inferred from eclipse images. The chirality of these ﬂux ropes was deter-
mined by running a separate magnetofrictional model (Yeates, 2014) for the 7 months preceding the eclipse,
fed by a surface ﬂux transport model (Upton & Hathaway, 2014) that assimilated HMImagnetic ﬁeld data. The
locationsof theﬂux ropesweredeterminedby identifyingﬁlament channels in images andmovies of SDO/AIA
EUV emission. This process increased the freemagnetic energy in the corona and led to amore realisticmodel
of the magnetic ﬁeld in the low corona (Mikic´ et al., 2018).
The energization of the corona has also been modeled by inserting ﬂux ropes in selected active regions. This
was done primarily for the purpose of initiating CMEs but is relevant for modeling the ambient corona during
pre-eruption. PSI have used amodiﬁed Titov-Démoulin model (Titov et al., 2014, 2018). The group at the Uni-
versity of Michigan has a similar feature, called EEGGL, for CME modeling (e.g., Jin et al., 2017), but because
they embed an unstable Gibson-Low ﬂux tube, this cannot be used in its current form for ambient coronal
modeling.
3.5. Advances in Understanding How to Drive Models Directly From Data
The promise of the high cadence and high-resolution vector magnetogram data from SDO/HMI led to the
hope that these models could be driven directly by the observed temporal evolution of the photospheric
ﬁeld. Signiﬁcant work has been done to understand how this might be done.
There are twomain challenges in preparing the data to drive theMHD coronal ﬁeldmodels. First, the data are
incomplete for thepurpose, and second, there aremeasurement errors in thedata,whichmustbemanaged so
they donot cause theMHDalgorithms to fail. It is also the case that the inversion schemes used toproduce the
vector magnetogram data contain assumptions about the solar atmosphere that aﬀect the resulting vector
ﬁelds in subtle ways.
In principle, if we can derive the ﬂowandmagnetic ﬁeld vectors on the surface, the time-evolving electric ﬁeld
can be computed at the model’s lower boundary and this can be used to drive the MHD codes. In practice,
because the data do not include vertical gradients of the ﬁeld and ﬂow vectors, it cannot completely deﬁne
the ﬁeld. Fisher et al. (2010), Fisher et al. (2012), and Kazachenko et al. (2014) have developed one method to
address this issue.With the inclusion of additional data, such as that fromDoppler LOS velocitymeasurements
taken with HMI, and horizontal ﬂows determined from local correlation tracking (e.g., Welsch et al., 2007), or
other feature tracking approaches likeDAVE4VM (Schuck, 2008), they have demonstrated that they can return
an accurate solution in a test case for which the true electric ﬁeld is known. This approach is applied in their
Coronal Global Evolutionary Model suite (Fisher et al., 2015), which will be delivered to the CCMC shortly.
Whatever approach is used to deﬁne the surface information, it must then be incorporated into the ﬁeld
model in amanner that is consistentwith the algorithm’s design, its discretization approach, and its constraint
equations.Obviously, codes that usenonspherical coordinates require additional spatial interpolation. To sup-
port this processing, MacNeice and Allred (2018) developed the MAGIC tools suite which is available for user
download from the CCMC website.
It should be recognized that any observational data set inevitably includesmeasurement errors. Typically, the
error bars associated with horizontal components of the magnetic ﬁeld are larger than those associated with
the LOS components. As a result, the observed surface ﬁelds are inconsistent with known physical constraints
such as the solenoidal condition. The data must be modiﬁed to accommodate this before it can be safely
applied within the models. It is not yet clear how best to achieve this. In addition, there is a known orbital
phase signature in the HMI data that has yet to be fully understood (Schuck, Antiochos, et al., 2016; Schuck,
Scherrer, et al., 2016). The correlation tracking programs require data with a cadence of 12 min or less for
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stable reconstruction, given the HMI pixel sizes (Leake et al., 2017). Their results are therefore impacted by this
problem, and until it is corrected, results ofmodels driven directly by these datamust be treatedwith caution.
To date, some attempts have beenmadewithMHDandmagnetofrictional codes driven byHMI data tomodel
the evolution of active regions (e.g., Jiang et al., 2016; Hayashi et al., 2018; Yardley et al., 2018) but have not
yet been applied to the global ﬁeld.
3.6. Physically Motivated Heating, Turbulence, and Turbulent Energy
During their early development, almost all multidimensional models of the solar wind relied on simple volu-
metric heating formulae, not connected directly to any speciﬁc physical process. Typically, they also ignored
the energy contained in subgrid-scale turbulence. Over the last half decade global MHD model developers
have begun to include the inﬂuence of this subgrid-scale turbulence, and coronal and solar wind heating and
acceleration sources based on speciﬁc physical processes. One example is heating and acceleration due to the
dissipation of counter streaming Alfvén wave ﬂuctuations (e.g., Chandran et al., 2011). The CORHEL (Downs
et al., 2016), AWSoM_R (vanderHolst et al., 2014), CRONOS (Wiengarten et al., 2016), andUsmanovet al. (2014)
and Usmanov et al. (2018) models have all supplemented the basic MHD equations with a set of additional
equations describing the energy content, transport, and dissipation of the Alfvén wave ﬂuctuations. These
codes have subtle diﬀerences. These include how their additional equations are derived, how they relate the
energy in the subgrid-scale turbulence to shear in the shortest-scale ﬂuctuations of their mean ﬂow solu-
tion, their estimates of the energy dissipation rates feeding turbulent energy back into the plasmas internal
energy, and the way the Alfvén wave energy ﬂuxes are set at the inner boundary of the models. These modi-
ﬁed codes do compare successfully with the general character of the observed corona and solar wind (Downs
et al., 2016; Meng et al., 2015; Oran et al., 2017; Usmanov et al., 2018). While these developments represent
a signiﬁcant step toward a more complete self-consistent physical model, they are based on a description of
the turbulence, which is greatly simpliﬁed. In particular, they make numerous assumptions about the form of
the turbulence spectrum in the inertial range and impose phenomenological dissipation rates to specify the
eventual transfer of energy from the turbulence to the plasmas internal energy. We anticipate that over the
next decade, in situ observationsmade by the Parker Solar Probe and theMagnetospheric Multiscale Mission
will test these turbulence treatments and their underlying assumptions.
3.7. Advances in Multiﬂuid Algorithms
Heating by dissipation of counterstreaming Alfvén waves does not heat the electrons and ions equally. In
addition, observations indicate that the ion distributions have diﬀerent parallel and perpendicular tempera-
tures. To accommodate both eﬀects, the AWSoM (Oran et al., 2013) and Usmanov et al. (2014) models were
developed with separate electron and proton temperatures. Oran et al. (2013) found that this gave a hotter
and faster wind than in the equivalent single-temperature model heated by the same Poynting ﬂux injected
at themodel base. This is principally because electron thermal conduction is more eﬀective than proton ther-
mal conduction. The ﬁnite thermal coupling between electrons and protons in the two temperature model
slows the overall rate of cooling of the corona by conduction to the radiative sinks of the low corona and
transition region.
AWSoMwas extended by van der Holst et al. (2014) to allow also for distinct parallel proton and perpendicular
proton temperatures, and its inﬂuence on the solar wind in the inner heliosphere was examined by Meng
et al. (2015).
3.8. Enabling More Eﬃcient Execution
Eﬃcient execution becomes even more critical in enabling routine use of the most complex MHD models in
a near-real-time operational environment. Improving time to solution is both a software and hardware chal-
lenge. Smarter AMR algorithms can focus computational eﬀort where it is most eﬀective. Porting algorithms
to faster Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) chips can make best use of recent hardware developments.
3.8.1. Adaptive Mesh Techniques to Support Eﬃcient High-Resolution Models
Adaptive Mesh Reﬁnement allows models to focus the computational eﬀort at points in the solution that
require the most spatial resolution. For models of the ambient solar wind, this capability is most relevant
in the lower coronal section of the combined model. As the MHD models of the coronal ﬁeld evolve to
include more detailed representations of ﬁne structure within active regions and embedded ﬂux ropes, AMR
will be essential to achieve reasonable time to solution. A number of models already include the ability to
adaptively reﬁne the mesh or use ﬁxed meshes that have higher resolution at preidentiﬁed locations. The
Space Weather Modeling Framework was developed with a cartesian block adaptive foundation (Tóth et al.,
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2012). Both the AMR Solar InterPlanetary space-time Conserving Element and Solution Element Solar Wind
Model (Feng et al., 2012) and ENLIL (Odstrcil, 2003; Odstrcil et al., 2003) can use the PARAMESH AMR package
(MacNeice et al., 2011). The CORHEL suite can use a ﬁxed mesh with variable spacing, which concentrates
mesh points at desired locations (e.g. Mok et al., 2016).
3.8.2. Porting Codes to GPUs
Inevitably, as physics-based models evolve to include additional physical processes and more complex ﬁeld
topologies and are required to execute in ensemble mode, they becomemore expensive to run. This poses a
computational resource challenge to operational centers. Traditionally, this meant investing in large expen-
sive computational systems or farming out model runs to remote supercomputers, which can lead to issues
with accessibility, data transfer speeds, and guarantees of acceptable time to solution.
Recently, accelerated computing using GPU technology has become a viable alternative to traditional multi-
core systems. GPUs can oﬀer economical computation that is equivalent to hundreds or thousands of cores
on traditional systems. They also allow facilities the planning ﬂexibility to make small incremental increases
to their computing power at low cost.
A number of developers of space weather models have already explored the use of GPUs (Germaschewski &
Raeder, 2011). These early adopters needed major code rewrites to port their codes to the GPUs. The cost of
developing a GPU version of their codewhile alsomaintaining and developing the existing code discouraged
others from following this lead. Recent software developments have removed this impediment.
The OpenACC 2.0 standard (https://www.openacc.org) was established in 2013 (the current standard is Ope-
nACC 2.6) and has opened the door for legacy codes to take advantage of GPU accelerationwhilemaintaining
compatibility with standard architectures. OpenACC allows the use of compiler directives that appear as com-
ments in FORTRAN or C/C++ code. These directives identify portions of the code for acceleration, similar
to the OpenMP standard. It oﬀers a powerful set of constructs to accelerate computations on GPUs, while
maintaining compatibility with existing MPI implementations.
The PSI group is now modifying the CORHEL suite to leverage these software developments (Caplan et al.,
2017), and, if successful, would point the way for all other existing models to achieve similar performance
boosts.
4. Model Inputs—Problems and Prospects
4.1. Magnetogram Issues
The ambient solar wind model solutions are determined, in large part, by the surface magnetic ﬁeld infor-
mation which sets the lower boundary conditions of the coronal ﬁeld model. Almost all of the models of the
ambient corona that have been used to drive solar wind models have used LOS magnetograms. There are a
number of well-documented problems with these magnetograms.
1. Magnetograms from diﬀerent observatories give ﬁelds with diﬀerent amplitudes, amounting in some cases
to factors as large as 4 (Riley et al., 2014).
2. Magnetograph measurements are computed assuming a spatially constant magnetic ﬁeld and uniform
atmosphere over a given detector pixel. In reality this assumption is never satisﬁed; the data are at best aver-
ages over unknown subresolution ﬁeld structures, with response functions that vary depending on spectral
and spatial resolution and integration time. Magnetogram calibration is dependent on polarimetric models
to account for these spectral, spatial, and temporal resolution shortcomings. This can introduce signiﬁcant
diﬀerences to the observed ﬂux levels (Leka & Barnes, 2012) and ultimately impact solar wind models.
3. Interpolation and rebinning when combining individual full disk magnetograms into synoptic maps can
add further error, principally due to the temporal averaging of the time-varying ﬁeld. Pevtsov et al. (2015)
analyzed this by developing variance estimates (Bertello et al., 2014) for the NSO/SOLIS synoptic magne-
tograms and used them in ensemble mode to study their impact on the forecasts of the WSA/ENLIL model
for L1. They estimated that the location of the HCS and photospheric neutral line could vary by as much as
5∘ in the PFSS solution and that error was propagated into the WSA/ENLIL wind solutions.
4. Polar ﬁelds are poorly measured. Because of the tilt of the Earth’s orbit, the poles are alternately obscured
producing data gaps. Also, the polar ﬁelds are mostly radial leading to low signal-to-noise ratio in LOSmea-
surements. Both issues are usuallymanagedusing interpolationof ﬁelds from lower latitudes. Polar ﬁelds are
critically important for determining the large-scale coronal magnetic ﬁeld, as they aﬀect the lower degree
harmonics disproportionately.
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5. Field measurements are only trusted from near disk center.
6. Most LOS instruments calculate radial ﬁelds by simply dividing the full-disk LOS ﬁeld data by the cosine of
the angle between the LOS and the solar surface normal. This procedure is generally accurate inweaker ﬁeld
regions where the true ﬁeld is approximately radial, but it breaks down in sunspot active regions (Leka et al.,
2017) and can cause serious errors in coronal ﬁeld models, particularly in the topology of the HCS.
7. Globalmodels require global surface ﬁelds provided through synopticmagnetograms. These synopticmag-
netograms are constructed using measurements made within 60∘ longitude of disk center and used in
global models under the assumption that the ﬁeld does not change as the sun rotates. This is of course not
true. Arge et al. (2013) have shown that active regions emerging on the far side modify the global solution
enough to inﬂuence the solution on the near side.
8. Magnetograms are not uniformly sensitive to diﬀerent levels of magnetic ﬂux.
In addition, as shown by Toth et al. (2011), care must be taken when using potential ﬁeld solvers based
on spherical harmonic expansion, because of convergence issues associated with the near polar values of
higher-order harmonics. For this reason they recommend using ﬁnite diﬀerence based solvers.
As wementioned above in section 3.3, themodels consistently underestimate the amount of open ﬂux in the
heliosphere. Given these issues with the magnetograms, that is hardly surprising.
Some of these deﬁciencies will be addressed through adoption of assimilative surface ﬂux transport models
of the solar ﬁeld such as ADAPT, Surface Flux Transport (SURF), or Advective Flux Transport (AFT) (see section
4.2). Somemay be addressed by adopting more complete vector magnetogram data sets. It should be noted
that vector data has some issues of its own.
1. The LOS component of vector ﬁeld data is signiﬁcantly less noisy than the horizontal components.
2. Disambiguation of the vector ﬁeld direction has to be imposed.
3. Themost complete of these data sets, from SDO/HMI, has an orbital signature, which has yet to be properly
characterized.
4.2. Surface Field Models
Many of the deﬁciencies of the synoptic magnetograms discussed in section 4.1 will be addressed through
assimilative modeling of the evolving surface ﬂux. Models such as ADAPT (Arge et al., 2010; Hickmann et al.,
2015), SURF, AFT (Upton & Hathaway, 2014), and Evolving Surface Flux Transport Model (ESFTM) (Schrijver &
De Rosa, 2003; e.g., Cameron et al., 2010) do this. ADAPT, for example, develops an ensemble of simulations
of the time evolution of the surface ﬂux using theWorden and Harveymodel (Worden & Harvey, 2000), which
includes the inﬂuence of diﬀerential rotation, meridional ﬂow, supergranular diﬀusion, and random emer-
genceofweakbackgroundﬂux. The LosAlamosNational Laboratory Ensemble KalmanFilter data assimilation
method is used to adjust the ADAPT model as new observational data becomes available. ADAPT maps are
now routinely posted to the web, and coronal and solar wind models are beginning to use these as inputs
(Linker et al., 2016, 2017; Merkin et al., 2016). The SURF model has been delivered to the CCMC and is being
tested and conﬁgured for operation.
Preliminary testing of the models with ADAPT maps (Linker et al., 2016) does not yet show any marked
improvement over results from the old static maps, but considerable recalibration and tuning of theWSA still
needs to be done before comprehensive validation studies can be executed. When run in near real time, the
leading polarity spots appear ﬁrst in the ADAPT maps when an active region rotates around the east limb,
and this can lead to an overall imbalance of positive and negative ﬂux. Techniques to rebalance the ﬂux are
currently being investigated. In addition, these newly rotated east limb ARs may have appeared a few days
earlier on the far side but can only be assimilated into the time-dependent map realizations once they are
observed. This forced catchup can lead to errors in the global ﬁelds temporal evolution.
5. Research Topics Not Yet in Ambient Wind Models
5.1. Parameterization of Subscale Processes
Subscale physical processes aﬀect the ambient wind solution in two ways. The ﬁrst is through ubiquitous vol-
umetric source terms in the MHD equations, which are really determined by kinetic processes. The obvious
example would be the local heating and acceleration rates due to dissipation of ﬁne-scale Alfvénic turbu-
lence, which is discussed in sections 3.6 and 5.2. It would also include the rates of exchange of thermal energy
and momentum between ions and electrons, which are known to have diﬀerent temperatures and diﬀerent
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degrees of thermal anisotropy, resulting perhaps in the development of instabilities such as ﬁrehose and
mirror (Kasper et al., 2006).
The secondway is through the sensitivity of the large-scale solution to subscale processes at critical locations.
The obvious example of this would be the way subscale processes set the true plasma resistivity and recon-
nection rates in the centers of current sheets. Classical estimates of the plasma resistivity in the corona and
heliosphere are very low and so in practice in MHD codes this is always overwhelmed by numerical resistivity
due to the ﬁnite resolution of themodels. The true reconnection rates are determined by subgrid-scale kinetic
physics. Particle codes andHall-MHDcodes are beingused to study reconnection in these small-scale regimes.
Although the physical reconnection process occurs at the small scales, there is both observational and mod-
eling evidence to suggest that the eﬀective large-scale reconnection rates are actually determined, through
nonlinear small-scale evolution, by the macroscale conditions (Cassak et al., 2017). Studies are in progress to
understand how to use these insights to control local resistivity in global MHDmodels, but it may be at least
a decade before this is propagated forward into operational forecast models. These improvements will have
a signiﬁcant impact onMHDmodels of evolving coronal structure, on the nature of the HCS and the ability of
the models to forecast Bz
1.
5.2. Time Dependence of the Solar Wind
The solar wind is unsteady, but its temporal evolution is still not well understood. It is instructive to consider
the wind time dependence as a function of spatial scales in order to appreciate which aspects of the wind’s
time dependence may be better addressed by the MHDmodels in the near future.
At larger spatial scales (> 105 km) the ambient fast wind is relatively steady and the disturbances that do exist
are small amplitude. At the ﬁnest scales (< 102 km) Alfvénic turbulence is observed, primarily propagating
outward, and is believed to contribute to both heating and accelerating the wind. Between these scales, in
what is known as the inertial range, the nonlinearity of the MHD equations causes some of the energy in the
larger-scale disturbances to cascade to ﬁner scales as the disturbances propagate outward. If and when this
energy reaches the ion spatial scale it can be dissipated (e.g., Kiyani et al., 2015). A key question is, at a given
point in the wind, howmuch of the local Alfvén wave ﬂux is the result of injection and propagation from the
Sun and how much is due to coarser disturbances near the Sun cascading to ﬁner scales in transit from the
Sun? Observations do not currently answer this question.
For MHD models of the fast wind in the ambient heliosphere, given current computational limitations, only
the coarsest section of the inertial range is likely to be resolved in the next decade. Nevertheless, together
with in situ observations from the Parker Solar Probe, successfully reproducing this section of the inertial
range spectrum would determine the correct statistical description of coarser disturbances aﬀecting the fast
wind. Itwould then enablemodelers to understand the role of speciﬁc processes such as the Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability in the cascade. At the ﬁnest scales, more accurate characterization of the amplitude of ﬁne-scale
turbulence will deﬁne how the boundary ﬂuxes and source terms for the Alfvén wave heating equations (see
section 3.6) should be set.
In contrast to the fast wind, the slow wind is unsteady with large-amplitude ﬂuctuations at all scales. The
sourceof the slowwind is controversial.While everythingwenotedabout the fastwindalso applies to the slow
wind, in addition the slowwind’s large-amplitudeﬂuctuations at the coarsest scale require thatweunderstand
the coronal structures that drive these. The slowsolarwind is typically found surrounding theHCSandappears
to have abundances similar to that of the closed corona. It appears to originate from a number of diﬀerent
coronal features (e.g., Cranmer et al., 2017).
A signiﬁcant component of the slow wind clearly comes from larger structures formed by the boundaries of
coronal holes and the outermost ﬁeld lines of the streamers formedby the neighboring regions of closed ﬁeld.
Helmet streamers are not in equilibrium and their outermost closed ﬁeld lines undergo periods of expansion
and pinch-oﬀ through magnetic reconnection, releasing blobs of coronal plasma into the wind. These blobs
are released intermittently at intervals ranging from hours for smaller blobs to tens of hours for larger ones
(e.g., Viall &Vourlidas, 2015). Theopenﬁeld lines adjacent topseudo-streamers havemore complex topologies
but are also believed to contribute to the slow wind.
1Bz is essentially the same as the RTN coordinate component BN .
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In the photosphere all open ﬁeld lines are close to closed loops that comprise the magnetic carpet and it
has been suggested that some of the slow wind is transferred from the closed carpet ﬁeld lines to the open
ﬁeld lines through a constant process of local magnetic reconnection (e.g., Cranmer, 2018). Finally, the S-web
concept can encompass all of these ideas. It postulates that the slow wind originates from a network of nar-
row open-ﬁeld corridors which map to a web of separatrices and quasi-separatrix layers in the heliosphere
(Antiochos et al., 2011).
SIRs represent the boundary between the fast and slow wind, and when the Sun is active, up to 50% of SIRs
can be transient, indicating they vary much within one solar rotation (Jian et al., 2006).
Improvingmodels of the coarse-scale slowwind structure will require using time-dependent high-resolution
models of the corona driven by high cadence vector magnetograms (see sections 3.5 and 4.2). At present
modeling of these slowwind source region theories is still restricted to idealized scenarios, and techniques to
driveMHD codes using time-varying photospheric vector ﬁelds are still in the earliest stages of their develop-
ment. We anticipate that it will take a decade before models of the streamer related and S-web sources will
be mature enough, and computational platforms suﬃciently powerful to support routine use in MHD fore-
castingmodels. The inclusion of slowwind sources associated with interchange reconnection between open
ﬁeld and closedmagnetic carpet ﬁeld linesmay require signiﬁcantlymore resolution andwould likely only be
included in the next decade through some form of statistical parameterization.
5.3. Tomography Data
The physics behind the UCSD kinematic tomographic modeling becomes inadequate when used near the
Sun, in regions very distant from it, or when exploring shock processes. To eliminate this deﬁciency in the
kinematic tomography the UCSD group has produced a tomographic analysis whereby the IPS analysis can
iteratively update 3-DMHDmodels as a kernel in the IPS time-dependent tomography. Used with both ENLIL
and the Multi-Scale Flux Kinetic Simulation Suite 3-D MHD modeling to date this process allows an iterative
best ﬁt of 3-D MHDmodels to IPS data rather than the provision of 3-D MHD forward modeling from a lower
boundary.
The ENLIL hybrid process UCSD has developed begins by providing the 3-D MHD model with a kinematic
model boundary. The IPS-driven ENLIL model then outputs a ﬁrst iteration volumetric matrix. The 3-D veloc-
ities and densities from this matrix are traced back to the source surface boundary and used with repeated
boundary updates to the ENLIL model for an iterated solution best ﬁt of the IPS data for velocity and density.
By beginning a source surface with the kinematic modeling, inputs tests show that only three iterations are
suﬃcient for a low resolution iterative ENLIL model convergence; this takes less than 6 hr of time on mod-
est eight-node processors. While this technique provides better deﬁned shock fronts, and nonradial plasma
transport, this analysis has yet to be operated in real time (Jackson et al., 2018).
Future versions of this analysis are expected to use current 3-DMHD initiation techniques, such as ENLIL with
current conemodel technologyor evenmore sophisticated3-DMHDmodels that beginnear the solar surface.
In this way these models can be iteratively corrected for values of density, velocity, and magnetic ﬁelds as
heliospheric structures move outward from the Sun. Weighted preference can be given for those parameters
and timing values that are the best known and resolved both near the surface and remotely.
Current IPS tomographic technology is low resolution, with possibilities of at most a few thousand LOSs to
scintillating radio sources per day, and the IPS analysis has ambiguities about the relationship between the
proxy parameters for small-scale density variations observed and bulk density. This is not the same for helio-
spheric imagers that view Thomson scattering from heliospheric electrons (Jackson et al., 2004), and since
themiddle of the ﬁrst decade of this century the CCMC has also hosted the Solar Mass Ejection Imager (SMEI)
tomographic analysis at Runs on Request. Heliospheric imagers provide LOS measurements of as many as
several hundreds of thousand per day, and tomographic resolutions in 3-D potentially commensurate with
the cube root of these numbers. Updates of similar tomographic systems to SMEI are currently planned that
include a NASA Small Explorer Mission scientiﬁc mission now in Phase A, the Polarimeter to Unify the Corona
and Heliosphere (PUNCH), and a recently funded NASA operational mission concept, the All-Sky Heliospheric
Imager. Both missions promote the extant SMEI tomographic system and updates to this system including a
3-D MHD analysis kernel for use in their proposed concept studies.
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6. Conclusions
In this review we have assessed two types of models. The ﬁrst type aims to use analytical/empirical relations,
with the help of statistics and optimization to obtain the best prediction for the solar wind at the L1 point.
The second type, the MHDmodels, use ﬁrst-principle, physics-based forward modeling.
From an operational forecast perspective, for the limited set of parameters which they report (excepting Bz),
empirical models such as AnEn, PROJECTZED, and PDF currently outperform semiempirical models like WSA
which in turn matches or beats the MHD models. The limited validation data for the IPS based tomographic
model HelTomo suggest that it achieves performance between that of the empirical and WSA model. The
MHD models reproduce the interplanetary magnetic sector structure reasonably well, but all MHD models
underestimate the global open ﬂux by about a factor of 2. For wind properties at L1, the wind speed is the
most reliable forecast followed by that of particle number density. Both plasma temperature and Bz are very
poorly reproduced.
Onemight ask,why dowe need the expensiveMHDmodels at all if the cheaper empiricalmodels predict the solar
wind to the same level or better? The answer is, of course, that the cheaper models provide only partial infor-
mation about the solar wind, while the MHD models oﬀer insight into the underlying physics which we are
trying to understand.
The patternmatchingmodels beat all others in part because they use the L1 observations directly, while both
WSA andMHDmodels use photospheric magnetogram data with signiﬁcantly greater errors associated with
bothmeasurement and interpretation. Of course the empiricalmodels donot support forecasting at locations
other than L1 and oﬀer relatively little scientiﬁc insight.
While not the focus of the present study, the pattern matching approaches also provide little scope for fore-
casting transient solar wind structures prior to their arrival at L1. In principle, once the leading edge of a
transient structure has passed L1, pattern matching could provide a short-lead-time (< 24 hr) forecast of
remaining structure (e.g., Chen et al., 1997), providing the historic solar wind record contains enough suitable
analogues.
We anticipate that the near-real-time forecasts for bothWSA and theMHDmodels will improve tomatch that
of the empirical models, through the use of two approaches to intelligent preconditioning. With the use of
ADAPT maps, an ensemble of at least 12 WSA-related models evolutions will be available. By comparing the
WSAADAPT forecasts to those of the empiricalmodels, it should be possible to identify the best choice for the
immediate forecast window and then submit these to the more computationally expensive MHD models. In
addition, the preconditioning of the MHD solutions using the IPS tomography models will force the solution
toward the observedwind state. Both of these preconditioning approaches are currently in development and
should close the gap in forecast quality between the empirical and physics-based models. These develop-
ments will not improve the L1 forecast beyond that of the empirical models, but it should improve themodel
solution at other points in the heliosphere.
The MHDmodels have made great advances in recent years in supporting scientiﬁc research. More complete
descriptions of the important physical process have been added, advances have beenmade in understanding
how to craft and process time-dependent photospheric magnetic ﬁeld maps, and the coronal ﬁeld models
have demonstrated the ability to model increasingly complex ﬁeld topologies. The success of the July 2017
eclipse forecast in reproducing the observed complex coronal topology illustrates this. These new capabilities
are still limited to scientiﬁc studies, but most can be expected to migrate into operational codes during the
next decade.
The ability to accommodatemore complex ﬁeld topologies in the coronalMHDmodels, togetherwith the use
of high cadence and high resolution photospheric magnetic vector ﬁeld observations to drive the models,
oﬀers theprospect, for the ﬁrst time, of realistically representing the timedependenceof the coarser-scale fea-
tures in the ambient wind. An obvious example would be the larger plasma blobs released aperiodically from
the tips of helmet streamers. Progress in representing ﬁner scales will require improvements in the resolution
and cadence of the observations used to drive the models.
We anticipate that in situ observations of the turbulence spectrum, including new near-Sun data from the
Parker Solar Probe, will better inform how wave dissipation and other mechanisms are tuned to deﬁne local
heating and acceleration.
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The ever increasing sophistication and physical realism of the models will support a wealth of new scientiﬁc
insights. However, this will not necessarily translate into improved operational forecast quality. An obvious
question to pose iswhenwill the physics-basedmodels outperform the empiricalmodels?. The case can bemade
that advances inmodel design have positioned themodels to achieve this over the next decade. However, the
pace of their development has outstripped the pace of improvements in the quality of the input data, which
they consume, and until this is remedied, these models will not achieve their full forecasting potential.
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